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I. Vocabulary and Phrases:
1. Many people in Taiwan want to stop the construction of the Fourth Nuclear Power Plant because they are worried about its _____.
(A) cost

(B) safety

(C) noise

2. But the government said that the Fourth Nuclear Power Plant has better _______-prevention devices than the Japanese power

plant.

(A) disaster

(B) price (C) quality

3. The police are still searching for the ________ in the murder happened in Taipei last month.
(A) evidence (B) show
4. William really loves Mary.

(C) highway
He wants to ______ her.

5. If I win the _______, I’ll buy a new car.

(A) teach

(A) lottery

(B) kill (C) marry

(B) wedding

(C) illness

6. Mary’s boyfriend never let her __________ her dinners.
(A) come from

(B) pay for

(C) on time

7. The fire is causing a lot of _______.
(A) smoke

(B) fire engines

The firefighters cannot see through at all.
(C) food

8. The earthquake in Japan _________ the huge damage.
(A) resulted from

(B) resulted in

(C) began with

9. When you go into a movie theater or a hotel, you must know where the ___________ exits are.
(A) emergency

(B) highway

(C) restaurant

10. My mother wants me to study harder.

She wants to see me ___________ in the future.

(A) unhappy (B) successful (C) money
11. Peter: ________ are you going?
(A) Where (B) What

Mary: I’m going to the supermarket to buy some fruits.

(C) How

12. Mary: How old is your son? Peter: He is ____________.
(A) very tall (B) a baseball player
13. Tom: What’s your favorite fruit?

(C) 10 years old
Jane: ___________.

(A) pineapple (B) hamburgers (C) coca cola
14. Jane: How often do you do exercise? Tom: I play basketball ____________.
(A) 30 minutes (B) three times a week (C) never.
15. Tom: How long have you learned piano? Jane: _____________
(A) everyday

(B) about 4 years (C) very often

＜背面尚有題目＞

答案欄: (每題 3 分 共 15 分)
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II. Reading:
My parents keep complaining that I spend too much time on line.
my homework. In fact, the Internet helps me do it.

They think it’s a __16__ of time.

I can __17___ for so much useful information on the Internet.

have problems with my homework, I can __18__ with my classmate on line.
line.

It’s very __19___! I love it.

16. (A) waste

(B) idea

(C) little

17. (A) search

(B) find

(C) get

18. (A) ask

(B) discuss (C) sing

19. (A) cool

(B) happy

They worries I won’t do

If I am lucky, I can even chat with my teachers on

I just wish I could have a ___20__, so I can go on line anytime, anywhere.

(C) boring

20. (A) motorcycle (B) smart phone (C) printer

III. Translation 翻譯-安全守則英翻中: (每題 8 分

And if I

共 40 分 )

1. Put on your helmet when you enter the construction site.
中譯: __________________________________________________________________________
2. Fasten the safety cable when working on the high place.
中譯: __________________________________________________________________________
3. Shut down the power before maintaining the machine.
中譯: __________________________________________________________________________
4. Do not operate the electric equipment with wet hands.
中譯: __________________________________________________________________________
5. Operating punching machines requires machine guards.
中譯: __________________________________________________________________________

